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Bifurcations of a one-loop circadian rhythm model
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Abstract. A four-variable circadian rhythm model is studied from the bifurcation
point of view. Using the parametric representation method we give the bifurcation
diagram, that is, we divide the parameter plane into regions where the number and
the stability of stationary points are the same.
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1. Introduction

Several living beings have improved endogenous roughly-24-hour rhythm to fit the
environment. These circadian rhythms exist in constant light or darkness and are
relatively independent of temperature. Many models have been developed to investi-
gate this phenomenon. One of these models is the mixed feedback loop (MFL) model
introduced by François and Hakim [1]. The MFL model can be applied to describe
the circadian rhythm of Neurospora Crassa [2]. In the present article we study the
MFL model from the bifurcation point of view. Here we justify the results obtained
by the simplification of the MFL [1] and consider the case not studied in [2]. For
this purpose the parametric representation method (PRM) is used. This is a useful
tool if the parameter dependence of the system is simpler than the dependence on
the state variables. In Section 2 the main theorems of the PRM are summarized.
The MFL [1] model is also introduced here. In Section 3 the discriminant curve is
determined in the plane of two control parameters, that is, we divide the parameter
plane into regions, where the number of stationary points is constant. In Section 4 we
determine the region, where the stability of the stationary points is the same, that is,
the H-curve is given. In Section 5 we construct the bifurcation diagrams for different
values of parameters.
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